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Together,
with Trust and Creativity

The ’80s wasn’t all rubbish
engage is about ideas, the influences
and behaviours that impact on all
of us. For business growth, ideas
need to be shared but by combining
expertise, a partnership can become
more specialised and successful.
We hope engage shows how our
expertise can help bring out the
best in your business.
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FOCUSING ON OUTCOMES MEASUREMENT

“ Forbes is by far the best designer that I have had the
pleasure to come across. I looked forward, not only
to the end product, but the conversations in between,
because also part of Forbes’ way of working is his
immaculate customer service.”
Thenuka Mahendra, Social Media Executive

engage with us by calling: +44 20 3008 7840
engage with us by emailing: forbes@forbesdesign.co.uk
engage with us by viewing our work at: www.forbesdesign.co.uk
engage with us by watching our vlogs at: www.forbesdesign.co.uk/expertise
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The Walkman

VCR
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Andreas Pavel invented the device
known today as the Walkman.

Technically the video cassette
recorder (VCR) was a child of the
1970s but it conquered the world
in the 1980s.

The ’80s
wasn’t all
rubbish
The ’80s has a lot to
answer for when it comes
to culture: big hair, big
colours, and big money
excesses. Surprisingly
though, a number of the
technologies that define
life today, got their start
in the 1980s.
In this edition of engage,
we take a brief look at the
some of the original
designs; simpler days!

The Home Computer
You can’t cover technology
originating in the ‘80s and not
mention one of the most iconic bits
of tech to ever come from that
decade - the Apple Macintosh.
The Macintosh was a landmark for
personal computers. It was as expensive
($2,500 back in 1984)but this little
marvel brought its 128K power straight
into people’s homes. Three months after
a legendary commercial that aired during
Super Bowl XVIII, Apple sold 50,000 of
them.
The Mac never achieved a dominating
market share, but it established a loyal
following among creative types,
particularly when portability was a
concern. This was a huge difference;
you could easily carry a 16.5lb original
Mac, in its own special bag, with keyboard
in the back seat of a small car.

He took his invention to one audio
company after another - Grundig, Philips
and Yamaha among them - to see if there
was interest in manufacturing his device.
He was met with rejection or ridicule.
“They all said they didn’t think people
would be so crazy as to run around with
headphones, that this is just a gadget, a
useless gadget of a crazy nut,” he said.
Not until the Sony Walkman came along.
The first of Sony’s iconic portable cassette
tape players went on sale on July 1st,
1979, for $150. Over 400 million
Walkman portable music players have
been sold.
“Mr Pavel invented the device known
today as the Walkman. But it took more
than 25 years of battling the Sony
Corporation and others in courts
and patent offices
around the
world before
he finally
won the right
to say it,”
reports The
New York
Times.

Cellular Phones

The Fax machine

In the 1980s, communication was
somewhat different but it gave birth
to the first mobile phone, of sorts.

Fax machines represented a miracle.

Motorola launched the DynaTAC
8000x in 1983 with the dimensions of
300x44x89mm and weighing in at 785g.
It proudly offered you about one hour of
talk time, used an LED display and had
an extremely attractive aerial. In 1987’s
Wall Street, early adopter Gordon Gekko,
made a wireless call from the beach and
cemented the phone as an ‘80s icon.

Millions of people bought them and with
the fax machine, you could send a sheet
of paper to someone, anywhere in the
country, complete with a signature, in
seconds. During the “golden age” of the
fax machine in the 1980s, people faxed
everything. Lunch orders went into
restaurants by fax rather than being
phoned in. Ads and brochures could be
sent out by fax. Nearly every legal
document got faxed once it was signed.

CDs
The humble CD was a strongly contested invention, with both Philips and Sony
working feverishly to be the first to produce them prior to the ’80s.
Commercial CDs were met with industry-wide scepticism - only 1,000 titles were available by the
end of 1983. When the CD came out around 1983, the costs were well over $1,000 for the player.
When the cost of CD players dropped appreciably they hit the big time. The first album was
Billy Joel’s 52nd Street and the first song, released on the first CD, was The Visitors by ABBA.

The ’80s were guilty and
responsible for some truly
shocking innovations
with the quality control unit having
a decade break. The worst thing is
when ’80s fashion makes a come back!!
Shell suits

Big hair

Lycra

Neon

Fanny packs

Light coloured suits

Shoulder pads

Garish patterns

At the beginning of the decade, only a
handful of people owned the device.
By the time the calendar turned to the
‘90s, nearly everyone had one, once
VCR prices fell below the $1,000 mark.
Despite its flaws, tapes getting eaten,
tapes wearing out, taping over something
important, (mine had a remote control
on a cable lead) the VCR endured as a
household staple until the
rise of the DVD around
the turn of
the ’00s

The Boombox
The Boombox quickly became
associated with urban society in the
United States.
The wide use of Boomboxes in urban
communities led to it being coined a
“ghetto blaster”. Cities petitioned for the
banning of Boomboxes from public
places, and they became less acceptable
on city streets as time progressed.
The Boombox became closely linked to
American hip hop culture and was
instrumental in the rise of hip hop music.

